Name___________________________________________Period__________________________Date______________________________

The Marketing Mix (Key)
Create the Marketing Mix for a hotel in your area. Describe the main or primary Product your hotel offers and the secondary or additional products.
Describe the Place or location for your hotel and why that location was selected. Describe the Price or price range for a night’s stay at your hotel and explain
the rationale for that rate. For Promotion, list all of the ways in which your hotel promotes its products and brand. In the middle, describe in detail the Target
Market for your hotel.
Name of Hotel: _________________Any hotel name_____________________

Product

Place

Primary product - A night’s stay
Secondary products
- meals at hotel restaurants
- items for sale in the hotel gift shop
- internet services (if not given free)
- salon services
- items in beverage and snack machines

Location of hotel – choice could be urban, rural, in city,
outskirts of city, resort area, on or near a beach; can also be
specific to a city.
Should mention if it is a chain with multiple locations either in
the state, United States only, or global or if it is a single
location.

Target Market

Student answers will vary but should
mention a type of travel and a customer
description such as adult only, for
business or family for vacation, an income
range which should match hotel type,
such as a high income for luxury or middle
Price listed should be for a night’s stay
Answers should mention several types
income for limited service hotel, or lower
and should match the hotel type.
of promotions and communication
income for budget hotel.
methods used. Examples are brochures,
An excellent answer should also mention that the
television commercials, websites, hotel pens & pencils,
price would vary depending on the on or off
scratch pads, billboards, and/or radio.
season or weekend versus mid-week.

Price

Promotion
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Name___________________________________________Period__________________________Date______________________________

The Marketing Mix – Restaurant (Key)
Example of a Marketing Mix for a restaurant.

Product

Place
Location of restaurant – choice could be urban, rural, in city,
outskirts of city; can also be specific to a city.

Primary product - food
Secondary products
- level of service
- cleanliness
- atmosphere

Should mention if it is a chain with multiple locations either in
the state, southern US region only, or global: should be very
specific with address if it is a single location.

Target Market
Answers will vary but should be relative to
the type of restaurant but should contain a
customer description such as adult only,
for families, an income range, and a
geographic area.

Price
Relative to the type of restaurant and the
service level i.e. walk-up or sit down
- fast food is low pricing
- high-end steakhouse is high pricing, etc.

Promotion

Answers should mention several types
of promotions and communication
methods used. Examples are coupons, local
magazines, yellow pages, website, local newspapers,
flyers, billboards, could also be television commercials
for franchises such as fast food restaurants
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